
High Back (2390) Base Model – shown in
Stone Mountain Chocolate Premium Leather.

Built-in Headrest
High Back (2390) model

provides head and neck support.

Schukra® Lumbar Support
system adjusts to any size, posture, or

position by increasing or decreasing the
amount of curvature in the lumbar area.

Memory Foam Arm Pads with Swivel Function
relieve pressure on the forearm and
adjusts to suit any activity or task.

Height and Width Adjustable Arms
relieve shoulder stress and provide

support for any height or width of user.

Adjustable Back Angle
function allows the user to change

the back angle while seated in the chair.

Front Tilt Lock Feature
prevents your chair from tipping forward

when the free float function is in use.

Adjustable Seat Height
adjusts quickly to suit any size user.

Variable Tilt, Tilt Tension
and Infinite Tilt Lock Functions

allow user to freely rock forward and
backward or lock chair into any position.

Lateral Shaped Back
follows the contour of your body to support the

entire back rather than just the center area.

Life-Foam™ Back, Seat and Arm Pads
are temperature and pressure sensitive memory

foam that conforms to your body’s natural curves
to reduce pressure and improve circulation.

Height Adjustable Ratchet Back
adjusts to any size user.

Contour Seat
is shaped to body contours, to relieve

pressure and encourage correct posture.

Depth Adjustable Seat
slides easily and quickly to adapt to any size user.

Heavy Duty Knee Tilt Control Mechanism
allows you to recline without lifting your
feet and offers ease of movement and

years of reliable comfort.

Tilt Tension Control
permits user to adjust the tension

to suit their preference.

Five Star Base 
with fiberglass reinforcement

for strength and stabilty.

55mm Dual Wheel Hooded Casters 
for smooth operation in any application.

Ultimate Executive Chair
Standard Features
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